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The ensemble presently consists of the aforementioned three members, and 
utilises two synthesizers and alto saxophone, as well as miscellaneous percussion . 
We are now performing only our own material, composed by individual members and by 
the group as a whole . 
The Collective has also assembled a package of the four most recent tape 
pieces composed by individual members of the group: Distenpions, .Pt. I, Allbriton 
Bull, The Loud Piece and Concret IIIc. These pieces represent our personal efforts 
and musical concerns; they exhibit, perhaps, some common aesthetic and 
decisions. Although we work individually, and in different areas at times, we all 
enjoy and respect each others' work; this is the essential base on which 
the Collective rests. We consider this appreciation and voluntary to 
be the best foundation from which to compose music, better than the accretion of 
possibly unsympathetic personalities and aesthetics at a more traditional insti-
tution. 
The members of the New Music Collective are as -follows: - ' .· 
Paul Taylor, composer of The Loud Piece and synthesizer player in. theNegative Band, 
is the member responsible for the construction ,of ' the studio synthesizer . 
Earl Howard, whose latest work is Allbriton Bull, plays the alto saxophone in the 
Band and composes musique 
Carl Stone, whose work has been played: around the world, is the composer of numer-
ous tape pieces and film soundtracks, among the former Distensions, Pt. I. 
Jonathan Weisberger plays synthesizer in the Negative Band, composes musique 
concrHe (Concret IIIc) and iS beginning work on the second of the two Collective 
synthesiz;ers . 
The New Music Collective is nof.v moving to New York City where it will con-
tinue its activities . We are currently negotiating with Finnadar for a second 
album, to consist of individual tape works . We are all currently working on tape 
compositions and several of us on works for other media . We hope to continue to 
design and build equipment for the realisation of our ideas . 
We are i nterested in ,Feceiving questions and comments on our work, and any-
one wishing to communic.ate with us, either with requests for information on any of 
our activities or with regard to obtaining tapes for performances of electronic 
music may contact us at this address: 
The New Music Collective, 
24700 MacBean Parkway, 
Box RL 20, 
VALENCIA, 
California 91355, 
U. S .A. 
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